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ABSTRACT 

Let D  be a p -subgroup of a finite group G  and suppose that GU   is contained in D . Let 

)|)((B DDNlb G  and write UGG /= . Then 
Gb  contains a unique block of G  which is induced from 

UDNG )/(  if and only if b  contains a unique block of UDNG )/( . 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Let G  be a finite group and p  be a fixed prime divisor of || G . We denote by Irr )(G  and IBr )(G  the sets of 

irreducible (complex) characters and irreducible ( p -)Brauer characters of G , respectively. And we denote by 

)(B Gl  the set of ( p -)blocks of G . For other notations and terminologies, the reader is referred to [1, 2, 3]. 

If GN  , write NGG /= . We can identify Irr )(G  and IBr )(G  with }ker|)(Irr{   NG  and 

}ker|)(IBr{   NG , respectively. If )(Irr G  and )(Irr G  is the corresponding character with 

)(=)( xNx   for Gx , then, for 
0Gx , we have  

 ),(=)(=)(=)(=)(
)(I)(I)(I

xdxNdxNxxd
GBrGBrGBr

 














 

where d  and d  are decomposition numbers. Since )(IBr G  is linearly independent over  , we see that 

 dd =  for   and   containing N  in their kernels. Thus this identification preserves decomposition 

numbers. However, it does not preserve the Cartan invariants. For instance, when 4= SG , the symmetric group on 

four letters, 2=p  and )(= 42 SON , the largest normal 2 -subgroup of 4S . 

Suppose that )(B GlB . If )(Irr, B  are linked, then   and   are also linked as irreducible characters 

of G . Hence, there is a unique block )(B GlB  such that )(Irr)(Irr BB  . From the preceding paragraph, we 

know that )(IBr B  if and only if there exists a )(Irr B  with 0d . Since  dd = , we see that 

)(IBr)(IBr BB  . Therefore, for B  of G , there is a unique block )(B GlB  such that there exists inclusion 

between B  and B . In this case, we also can say that B  dominates B  as in [2]. Of course, inclusion and 

domination of blocks are the same thing. 

When does a block B  of G  contains a unique block B  of G ? Let D  be a p -subgroup of a finite group G  

and suppose that GU   is contained in D . Write UGG /= . G. Navarro [4] proved that if )(B GlB  has 

cyclic defect group D  and DU < , then B  contains a unique block B  of G , where )(B Gl  denotes the set 

of blocks of G . By Brauer’s First Main Theorem, we may denote by ))((B DNlb G  the Brauer correspondent 

of B  and write ))/((B / UDNlb UG  to be the Brauer correspondent of B , is it true that b  contains b ? We 

obtain an affirmative answer in this note. More generally, we have the following. 
 

Theorem 1.1  Let D  be a p -subgroup of a finite group G  and suppose that GU   is contained in D . Let 

)|)((B DDNlb G  and write UGG /= , where )|)((B DDNl G  denotes the set of blocks of )(DNG  with 

defect group D . Then 
Gb  contains a unique block of G  which is induced from UDNG )/(  if and only if b  
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contains a unique block of UDNG )/( .  

 

2.  PRELIMINARIES 

For completeness and the reader’s convenience, we list some known results which will be used in the sequel. 
 

Lemma 2.1 [3, Lemma 4.16] If D  is a p -subgroup of G , )(= DNN G  and )(= DCC G , then the map 

CKK   is a bijection )|(c)|(c DNlDGl  , where )|(c DGl  denotes the set of conjugacy classes of 

G  with defect group D .  
 

Lemma 2.2 [3, Lemma 4.13] Let )(B Hlb  and GH  . If 
Gb  is defined, then every defect group of b  is 

contained in some defect group of 
Gb .  

 

Lemma 2.3 [3, Theorem 9.9(a)] Let GN   and write NGG /= . Suppose that BB  , where )(B GlB   

and )(B GlB . If D  is a defect group of B , then there is a defect group P  of B  such that NPND / .  

 

Let R  be the ring of algebraic integers and M  be a maximal ideal of R  which contains pR . Denote 

},|{ MRR  



 and },|{ MRM  




 by S  and  , respectively. We know that /S  

denoted by F  has characteristic p . Let FS  :  be a natural ring homomorphism. Then F  is the algebraic 

closure of its prime field p 
. Now, we give the following lemma which will be used in the proof of Theorem 

1.1. 
 

Lemma 2.4  Let )|(B, 21 DGlBB  . Then 21 = BB  if and only if )ˆ(=)ˆ(
21

KK BB   for each 

)|(c 0 DGlK  .  

Proof. It suffices to prove the “if” part. Since KKae BGlKB
ˆ)ˆ(=

1)0(c1
 

 is the block idempotent of 1B  and 

1,2=, i
i

B , are algebra homomorphisms FFGZ )( , it follows that  

 ).ˆ()ˆ(=)ˆ()ˆ(=)(=1
11

)|0(c
11

)0(c
11

KKaKKae BB

DGlK

BB

GlK

BB  


 

Now, since )ˆ(=)ˆ(
21

KK BB   for every )|(c 0 DGlK , we have  

 )ˆ()ˆ(=)ˆ()ˆ(=1
21

)|0(c
11

)|0(c

KKaKKa BB

DGlK

BB

DGlK

 


 

 )ˆ()ˆ()ˆ()ˆ(=
21

)0(c
<

21
)|0(c

KKaKKa BB

GlK
D

K
D

BB

DGlK

 


  

 ),(=)ˆ)ˆ((=
121

)0(c
2

BBB

GlK

B eKKa  


 

 where KD  denotes the defect group of K , and then 12 = BB .  

 

3.  PROOFS 

Let D  be a p -subgroup of a finite group G  and suppose that GU   is contained in D . Write UGG /= . 

Let )|)((B DDNlb G , where )|)((B DDNl G  denotes the set of blocks of )(DNG  with D  as defect 

group, and assume that ))/((B UDNlb G . Gabriel Navarro [4, Lemma 3.2] showed that if b  is contained in 

b , then the block 
Gb  of G  is contained in the block 

Gb  of G . Naturally, we consider in this note whether it is 
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true that bb   or not if 
Gb  is contained in 

Gb . In fact, we have the following. 

 

Lemma 3.1  Let D  be a p -subgroup of a finite group G  and suppose that GU   is contained in D . Write 

UGG /= . Let )|)((B DDNlb G  and assume that ))/((B UDNlb G . If 
Gb  is the unique block of G  

containing the block 
Gb  of G , then b  is contained in b .  

 

Proof. We first claim that b  has defect group UD/ . Since UDNUD G )/(/  , we have that UD/  is contained 

in every defect group of b . Since 
Gb  is defined, we have that every defect group of b  is contained in some defect 

group of 
Gb  by Lemma 2.2. By the First Main Theorem, we know that D  is a defect group of 

Gb . It follows from 

Lemma 2.3 that a defect group of 
Gb  is contained in UD/ . Thus the claim is established. 

Write )(= DNN G  and )(= DCC G . Let Ng , gUg = , )(c= glL N  and let )(c= glL
N

, where 

)(c glN  denotes the class of g  in N  and UDNN G )/(= . If )(UCg N  is a p -regular element, then we 

have }],[|{=)( UhgNhUgC
N

 . In fact, if Udhg =],[ , then gdg h = . Since 1=))(),(( dogo  

and dggd = , it follows that 1=d . Thus UgCgC NN
)/(=)( . In particular, if )|(c 0 DNlL , then L  has 

defect group UD/ . Assume that )|(c 0 DNlL  in the following. 

Let ' ( )b Bl N  contained in ' ( )b Bl N . Let ( ')Irr b   and let ( ')Irr b   such that )(=)( ggU   

for Ng . Then  

 ).ˆ(=)1()/(|)/(:/=|(1))/(|)(:=|)ˆ( LgUgCUNggCNL NN    

Therefore, )
ˆ

(=))
ˆ

((=))ˆ((=)ˆ(
'' LLLL

bb  


. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a unique )|(c 0 DGlK  

such that LCK = . Since 
Gb  is contained in 

Gb , it follows that )ˆ(=)ˆ( KK
Gb

Gb
 . 

Write UDD /= . Since )|(c 0 DGlK , it follows that )|(c 0 DGlK  . Since UDNDN GG
)/(=)( , 

again by Lemma 2.1 we have that )(DCK
G

  is a conjugacy class of UDNG )/( . Since CKL =  is a 

conjugacy class of UDNG )/(  contained in )(DCK
G

 , we have that )(= DCKCK
G

 . 

Now, set 'b b . We have that  

 ))((=)
ˆ

(=)ˆ('


DCKLL
Gbbb   (1) 

 ).ˆ(=)(=)ˆ(=)ˆ(= LCKKK bbGbGb



  

Let L  be a defect class of b ; we have that 


'( )b L . Thus a defect group of 'b  is contained in D  by the min-max theorem. 

Since )(DND G , it follows that D  is contained in a defect group of 'b . Thus b  and 'b  both have D  as defect 

group. By Lemma 2.4 and Eq. (1) , we deduce that  b = 'b  and then the proof is complete.  
 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The theorem follows immediately by [4, Lemma 3.2] and the above Lemma 3.1.  
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